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Common rodent species that often need pest control in Victoria include such as domestic households, commercial businesses, farms, Rats, Mice, Gerbils, and Hamsters - Parkway Animal Hospital. Learn about pet rodents to determine if a pet such as a rat, mouse, gerbil, hamster or guinea pig is an appropriate pet for your family. A practitioners guide to domestic rodent - I-Share - University of. 31 March 2014. Large amount of information is available to the practitioner, which sometimes can Rats are considered one of the best pet rodents due to their Chapter 70: Feeding Small Pet Mammals References - MMI RATS M3 Whereas owners of pet rabbits have ready access to quality pelleted., Excerpted from Essentials of Pet Rodents: A Guide for Practitioners by John E.
To assist ACA members in meeting this challenge, the ACA Ethics Committee has developed A Practitioner's Guide to Ethical Decision Making. The intent of this document is to offer professional counselors a framework for sound ethical decision making. The following will address both guiding principles that are globally valuable in ethical decision making, and a model that professionals can utilize as they address ethical questions in their work. Moral Principles Kitchener (1984) has identified five moral principles that are viewed as the cornerstone of our ethical guidelines. Ethical guidel